Welcome to the Overtone Peacock Moon of Radiance! This is the fifth moon of the Planetary Service
Wavespell, holding the power of Radiance.
There is much rearrangement occurring aboard Timeship Earth. There are many colliding belief
systems. Humanity is divided. It is not only divided on the outside but inwardly as well. Everything
comes from mind. Our minds joined together makes the collective.
We are still in the midst of frequency wars. All of the darkness is bubbling over to the surface. There
can be no peace on Earth without inner change. As we resolve our inner duality, the external world
magically changes. In this Moon we are called to Remember our Power by plugging our Mind back into
the Original Source.
Ahimsa is the principle of non-violence among all living things. This was the key practice of Gandhi.
"Ahimsa is an attribute of the brave. Cowardice and ahimsa do not go together any more than water
and fire.
"Humankind has to get out of violence only through non-violence. Hatred can be overcome only by love.
Counter-hatred only increases the surface as well as the depth of hatred." -Gandhi
One way to empower ourselves this Moon is to purify our body and commit to improving your diet by
consuming more whole, unprocessed foods. Now might be the time to detox or make lifestyle changes
to accommodate a higher vibration.
The totem animal for this Overtone Moon is the peacock, representing beauty, radiance and
resurrection. The peacock is also associated with the Phoenix who rises from its own ashes—teaching
us the mystery of resurrection.
Dali 1 - Kin 71, Blue Rhythmic Monkey (15 Nov)
Like last Moon, this Moon also includes 6 galactic activation portals: The first is tomorrow Yellow
Resonant Human (16 Nov). The second is Kin 77, Red Crystal Earth (21 Nov), signifying the Ah Vuc Ti
Cab, the intraterrestrial guardian of the crystal core of the Earth... The third is on the next New Moon, Kin
85, Red Resonant Serpent (29 Nov). The fourth is Kin 88, Yellow Planetary Star (2 Dec). The fifth is Kin
93, Red Lunar Skywalker (7 Dec). The sixth and final galactic activation portal this Moon is Kin 96,
Yellow Overtone Warrior (10 Dec).

Wavespells of the year Blue Spectral Storm kin 219

The wavespell of the year, the Red Magnetic Moon kin 209, is the 17 wavespell of the Tzolkin and in the
Green Central Castle of Enchanting , Court of Matrix , that synchronizes the human and represents the
power of Healing

The 5th Moon, The Radiant Moon of Command, is the 5th
step of the wavespell and connects with the Overtone Skywalker, kin 213 and it is the possibility to
command the exploration of space and irradiate wakefulness. As far as Aura-Soma is concerned we will
connect to the Equilibrium 13 –5: The Change in the New Aeon and the Sunrise Sunset bottles. The more
we are in the space of our heart and aligned with our truth, the more we are able to explore new spaces in
the connection of sky and earth and be vigilant

In the Major Arcana of the Tarots B13 is the outward journey of-the Path of Death and in the 20 Archetypes
of the Galactic Tree of Life: The Prophet
Death: Changing. Death and rebirth on many levels. Let go of that which is no longer useful. Forgive. Face
the future with new faith.
The Prophet-I am

The Prophet – Red Skywalker, also known as World Teacher and “Culture

Bringer” by name. I am the Third Seat of Power and receive the Third Power of the Journey,
Cosmic Prophecy. Power of Prophecy as the awakening of universal space

Continuing our One Moon = One Kin count which began in the Magnetic Moon of the Yellow Overtone Seed
Year (1997), this Moon corresponds to Kin 252, Yellow Overtone Human
in the Yellow Magnetic Star Wavespell, in the Central Green Castle of Enchantement, Court of Matrix, that
synchronizes the human. Represents the power of Creativiy

The 5h step of this wavespell relates to Kin 252, Yellow Overtone Human, the possibilityto irradiate
wisdom
As far as Aura-Soma is concerned we will connect to the Equilibrium 12: The Peace in the Nrw Aeon Bottle
and B5, The Sunrise Sunset Bottle. It will be the possibility to be a channel for light and peace and choose to
be aligned with the higher plan and be of influence.

In the Major Arcana of the Tarots B12 is the outward journey of-the Path of The Hanged Man and in the 20
Archetypes of the Galactic Tree of Life: The Sage
The Hanged Man viewing things in a different way. There is no service without sacrifice. To see beyond the
present circumstances, be open to the unexpected. Decisions to be made
The Sage-I am the blueprint of the purified solar human. I speak with the voice of the noosphere,
announcing the return of all things good. To know me is to know yourself

